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complex factors in only one way and 27, 3%, or 2y 31 have no complex factors 
in the domain. It is also evident from the previous theorems that no prime 
of the form 24zz+1 and 24z+7 combined with either 2 or 3 or with a single 
prime of the form 24z+5 or 24z+11 can be resolved into complex factors on- 
ly in (2. 2b and 3b, where b is any prime of form 24z+5 and 24z+11, can 
be resolved into complex factors in only one way since 2 and 3 have no com- 
plex factors in ?2. From these statements, it is clear that the factoring in 
different distinct ways must depend only on the factors of x. 

A number x can be represented or resolved into its complex factors 
in ?2 in 2w-1 ways where w represents the number of different prime factors 
of x. These w-1 representations will be distinct, since primes of form 
24z+5 and 24z+11 are also primes in the domain ?2. 

NOTE ON THE STEINER POINT. 

By W. GALLATLY, Swanage, England. 

Let ABC be the mid-point triangle, and PQR the pedal triangle of a 
given triangle A'B'C', so that AP is parallel to BC, and AQ-AR--BC-a: 
(a > b > c). And since rq is antiparallel to BC, Z Arq-C, L Aqr-B. 

Describe a circle around A Aqr. This touches AP since Z Arq -C- 
/ CAP, and therefore the center O lies on the perpendicular from A on BC. 
Join Ap, cutting the circle ABC in S. Then S is the Steiner point of the 
triangle ABC. 

Since q, C, B, r are cyclic, pq.pr=pCpB=pS.pA. Hence S lies on 
the circle Aqr. To find the radius, p, of this circle, we have Aq-2 P. sinArq 

=2p.sinC. AlsoAq=AR. sinA=2RsinA. sin AB' where R is the radius of 'sin B snB 
a 2 

the circle ABC. Therefore P=R. b. 
To determine the length of AS. 
In the triangle OAO', OA=R, O'A= 

R.a2/bc, ZOAO'=LZB- ZC, and 00'2=OA2+ 
0'A2- -2.OA.0O'A. coslZ OA O'. 

But cosB cosC_ 4a a2b ), sinB sinC 

16 A 2 

- 4a'2bc' where A 2 is the square of the area 

of the triangle ABC. 

Hence, ??2 .b'c2 -a4 +.b'c 2 _...=4a2b2 c4 R 2e 
2 

where e is the ec- 
centricity of the Brocard ellipse, and w is the Brocard angle. 
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Hence OO'= ae.cosec w But An. OO'=AO.AO'.sinOAO'. 

Therefore AS 2.An 2Rsin a, a(b2-c2) e abc 
To determine the length of BS. Since AS is the radical axis of the 

two circles, we have 2. 00' times the perpendicular from B on AS equals the 
power of B for the circle Aqr, that is, equals BA.Br. 

Hence 2.00'.SBsinC=c.BQ.sinB =b.R sin (A-C). So that SB= sinC 
2Rsin .b (a'-c c) Similarly, SB 2Rsin 

.c (a' -b2) 
e abc e abc 

Hence the point S is unique, and its trilinear coordinates are 

1 1 1 
a (b2-c2)' b (c2-a2)' c (a2-b2) 

Therefore the circles described with radii R. ac/b2 and R. ab/c2 to touch 
BQ and CR, respectively in B and C, will also pass through S. 

The feet of the perpendiculars from S on the sides of the triangles 
ABC and PQR are collinear. Let these feet be represented by x, y, z, x', 
y', z'. The diagram shows that y, z, and x' are on the Simson line of S for 
the triangle Aqr. Drawing the second circle, touching BQ in B, we see 
that z, x, and y' are collinear, and likewise for x, y, and z'. 

Hence the six points are collinear. 
The distances SP, SQ, SR may be readily found. Let L SAP=O. 

Then sin=osAn An Rsin a (b2-c2) 1 be sinw b2-C2 Thn =l?cosO'An=O'A e abc R a2 e at 

Hence SP=2RSsin 0 2Rsin w.b2 -c 
e a2 

If p be the perpendicular from S on the Simson line of S for ABC, 
and if SA, SB, SC make angles a, ft, r with the diameter through S, it is 
known that 

p-2 R. cos a. cos 1. cosr 

SA SB SC 2R (sin w3(b2-c2)(a 2-c2) (a2-b2) 

*2R-2 R *2 R R. e a2b2c2 

And for the triangle PQR, p'=2R. (ew )8(b -c2) (a-c2) (a2 -b 

Therefore, p =p', as already demonstrated. 
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